
What’s in the box:

(1) Receiver
(1) Wireless Mic
(1) 1/4” male audio to 3.5 mm male audio cable
(1) Antenna with screw on connector
(1) AC Adapter (traditional plug used for powering receiver)
(1) AC Adapter (with USB plug for charging wireless mic)
(1) USB Type B to mini-B (used for charging wireless mic)
(1) Lanyard strap for mic
(1) Clip on lapel mic (for connecting to wireless mic)
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STEP 1: Make connections to Mic Receiver and to Panel.

          A.  Screw antenna to rear of Mic Receiver
 B.  Plug audio cable (1/4” end) into Mic Receiver
 C.  Plug AC Adapter into back of Mic Receiver
 D.  Plug other end of  audio cable (3.5mm) into the PC Audio #3 port

       located under front right edge of the SimplicityTouch IFP.
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STEP 2: Enable Mic Mode on SimplicityTouch IFP
          A.  Press gear button to enter Settings menu
 B.  Press Audio Note icon to enter Audio Settings

C.  Touch sound settings and scroll down until you see Mic. Enable
option highlighted.  Change Sound Mode to Mic Enabled (ON)
D.  Set Mix Rate to 33% (Note that a lower mix rate percentage will
result in the Panel audio being louder.  A higher mix rate percentage
will result in the Mic being louder. )
E.  Press Back to confirm then Exit.
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STEP 3: Connect Lapel Mic for Best Results
A.  Plug lapel mic into the wireless mic.
B.  Clip lapel mic to collar as close to mouth as possible.
C.  Put wireless mic in pocket, clip to belt, or use lanyard to hang from
neck.
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STEP 4: Pair Mic to Receiver
A.  Power on the Receiver (power switch is on front right of receiver)
B.  Power on Mic (power switch is located at top right side of mic)
*** NOTE:  Mic needs to be within 12-36 inches of receiver when
pairing)
C.  The mic antenna icon will blink while pairing and will be solid (no
blinking) after paired.  You should also hear quiet beep when paired.
D.  Use volume control on receiver and mic to reach desired mic
volume (NOTE: setting mic volume too high while positioned next to
IFP may result in feedback.  lower mic volume to eliminate feedback.)

E.  Make sure Mic battery is charged (use USB cable and charger
provided to charge mic - charge time is approx 2 hours.)
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